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The McKinney Avenue Contemporary

Over the course of this summer, we’ve been describing a number of

smaller regional museums throughout Texas that have been providing

visitors with probing and compelling exhibits – and flourishing as a

result. We’ve chronicled the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, a

historical museum located on the campus of West Texas A&M University

in Canyon, Texas and shown that its approach to curating exhibitions – an
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approach that stresses ingenuity and a critical approach to art history –

brings both popular and critical recognition. We’ve also explored the

Grace Museum’s disciplined, tightly focused approach to curatorship.

Abilene’s Grace Museum has shown that concentrated programming can

allow any museum to become a nationally recognized and respected

institution.

Both the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum and the Grace Museum are

historical museums that happen to exhibit art alongside their other

exhibits and programming. Now, we would like to turn our attention to a

Dallas institution that focuses exclusively on promoting art: The

McKinney Avenue Contemporary.

About The MACAbout The MAC

The McKinney Avenue Contemporary (affectionately dubbed The MAC) is

a nonprofit organization that supports both emerging and established

Dallas artists, giving them a way to develop meaningful relationships

with audiences who might not otherwise be exposed to their work.

According to the organization’s website: The MAC “supports the emerging

and established artist’s role in society by providing a forum for critical

dialogue with their audiences. This relationship is cultivated through

education and innovative programming.”

The MAC opened its doors in 1994. Smaller than many other Dallas arts

venues, The MAC sought to make contemporary art approachable and

accessible to visitors. In keeping with this agenda, The MAC’s many art

exhibitions, lectures and literary readings are all offered free of charge to

the public, and any performances mounted there require only small

admission fees.

The MAC has enjoyed considerable success and has become a veritable

Dallas institution. Its exhibitions have been recognized by Art News, Art

in America, and the New York Times. All told, more than thirteen

hundred artists have displayed work within its galleries, including artists

like James Drake, Mary Beth Edelson, and Kara Walker. But the truest

measure of The MAC’s success is its popularity among Dallas art

enthusiasts and the general public. True to its mission, it has become a

destination for both art aficionados and visitors normally intimidated by

arts and culture institutions. In 2012 alone, The MAC admitted more than

14,000 visitors into its galleries.
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The MAC has updated its strategy recently. It’s recently discovered the

virtues of curatorial focus. Rather than bringing nationally esteemed

artists to Texas audiences, The MAC has, in the words of its Development

Coordinator, LauraLee Brott, “implemented an aggressive ongoing

programming that consistently exhibits both native Texas artists – and

artists who are transplanted to Texas and must assimilate their Texas

experience.” The MAC is making Texas artists – and their engagements

and conversation with their environment – central to its mission and

programming. It is prioritizing Texas and Texas’ growing community of

artists.

The MAC has worked hard to align its programming with its new focus. In

the last year, it has programmed exhibitions for Southern Methodist

University in Dallas, Texas and Texas A&M Commerce, in Commerce,

Texas – both of which were focused on recognized Texas masters. In

September, The MAC mounted Lost Highway – A Painter’s Journey,

focusing on the career of Roger Winter. The exhibition collected works

from Winter’s forty year career, allowing viewers to trace the artist’s

evolution from a photorealistic approach to one in which the surreal and

the real are allied and unified. Winter, a native of Denison, Texas, taught

drawing and painting at Southern Methodist University for 26 years.

Aside from exhibiting widely and being one of the acknowledged masters

of the Dallas art scene, Winter was an influential teacher. The MAC –

acknowledging Winter’s importance as both an artist and an educator –
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mounted a group show to go along with Lost Highway. Under the

Influence brought together the works of five of Winter’s former students:

John Alexander, David Bates, Brian Cobble, Lilian Garcia-Roig and Dan

Rizzie. These artists have national profiles and have, in some cases, exited

Dallas for more famous art centers. But the MAC’s exhibition makes the

necessary point that these artists were trained and nurtured in Dallas.

Their achievements would not have been possible without Roger Winter

and Southern Methodist University’s venerable Meadows School of the

Arts.

These two exhibitions show that The MAC is committed to educating

viewers about Dallas’ place in our national arts conversation.

In addition to working with Southern Methodist University, The MAC

partnered with Texas A&M Commerce to mount Out of Commerce, an

exhibition featuring Michael Miller’s recent paintings as well as those of

five of his previous acolytes: Trenton Doyle Hancock, Daniel Kurt,

Lawrence Lee, Robyn O’Neil and Jeff Parrott. Miller, who has served as an

associate professor and the Director of Graduate Studies, Studio for the

Department of Art at Texas A&M University-Commerce since 1992, is a

prominent artist whose works can be found in The Museum of Fine Arts,

Houston, The Dallas Museum of Art, the University of Texas

Southwestern Medical Center, as well as numerous private collections.

The exhibition was designed to make audiences aware of Miller’s

substantial achievements as an artist and show how he is transmitting

his skills and knowledge to a new generation of Texas artists.

The MAC’s recent shows allow Texas audiences to encounter work by

masters they may not be familiar with – and see that Texas has a

flourishing art scene all its own.

LauraLee Brott has seen how The MAC’s newfound focus has endeared it

to the public. She says that “having local, regional talent that DFW

audiences are familiar with” has boosted The MAC’s local profile. She

points to success of The MAC’s most recent Annual Membership

Exhibition, which opened on July 27 . The Exhibition “opened with a

record-breaking attendance of 630 people to see the work of (another

record-breaking) 231 artists.”

The MAC, like other regional museums and arts institutions across the

country, is flourishing because it is allowing audiences to engage with art

th
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that’s relevant to them. It is letting Dallas’ many art enthusiasts see how

their favorite local luminaries are connected with artists exhibiting in

New York and elsewhere. The MAC, through its new focus on Texas artists,

is affirming the value and worth of Texas art. It is helping Dallasites

engage with their city’s flourishing art scene.

You can follow this link to learn more about The MAC: http://the-

mac.org/!
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